
FROM GREAT SPORT COMES GREAT MUSIC 

For many years I played in a band and, from my first band to my last, contesting provided the focus 

to my year: ruling over work, friendships, and other hobbies that I tried to squeeze in here and 

there. Even now, after retiring from full-time playing, I find it difficult to book a holiday in September 

or October. In me, like many, I found greatest pleasure from the intensity of rehearsal, challenge of 

doing my best on stage, and, of course, getting one over the opposition during our 15 minutes spot-

light on stage. More often than not, enjoying music making was secondary. 

People have occasionally, in a pseudo derogatory language, likened the day of competition to a 

sporting event rather than a festival of music. I concede their point, but I would argue that banding 

has always been driven this way. Banding would not be the glorious thing it is without this sporting 

focus to our calendar year. Competition brings the best out of both players and conductors alike. 

Obvious benefits are that the excellence on the competition stage transfers seamlessly to the 

concert & festival stage or the intimacy of the recording studio.   

In recent years the sporting essence of contesting has been further emphasised by the creation of 

internet league tables. These tables characterise the relative success of any given band over recent 

contesting events all over the world. I find these tables fascinating, as it helps me to target the ones 

to listen out for when I am attending a contest. Very interesting and useful tables they are, too. 

Let us get to the point: those that call contesting a sport, the players that revel in competing, and 

the league tables that allow us to follow the fortunes of our favourite team (nay band), may not 

always observe that from great contests comes great repertoire for the listening audience.  

Since I stopped playing, I have attended national contests on a regular basis. I have enjoyed the 

sporting element of the day, for sure, but have enjoyed listening to great music making even more. I 

have chosen my words very carefully, here. The words are ‘music making’ – the excellence of band 

playing and band performance remains so astonishing to me. What I, and many of my former playing 

colleagues agree upon, is that so often the quality of the tabled music (test piece) does not compare 

favourably with the quality of the performances given.  

As a listener, within the contest’s audience, I could literally feel the electricity in the air, the magic, 

the sheer emotional engagement of everyone listening to a great performance. It has been so 

evident that when the music is great then this audience engagement increases exponentially. The 

between-band chattering from one small group of listeners to other groups increases when the 

music is great. The spring in everyone’s step seems to lift when the music is great. And, the final acid 

test, that you hear a whistling of the music when visiting the toilet at the rear of the hall. 

These observations of the increased pleasure and audience engagement provided by great music led 

me to consider and muse. What is great music? How does it become great? 

To attempt to answer these questions I took an independent stance as a listener. I ignored all my 

experiences as a player and solely concentrated on what made music great to me as a listener. 

The simple test criteria I came up with were: (a) would I buy a recording of it?, (b) would I listen to it 

over and over again, enjoying it more and more each time, and (c) would I buy an alternative 

recording at a later date with a knowing smile. 



I then applied these criteria to the music which has been chosen for the British Open and National 

Finals of Great Britain to see what would result. I decided to then place ten works into a Gold, Silver, 

and Bronze category of greatness from a listener’s perspective. 

Here are my results for what they are worth. 

  GOLD SILVER BRONZE 

A Moorside Suite (1928) An Epic Symphony Academic Festival Overture (a) 

The Severn Suite (1930) Ballet for Band Blitz 

Pageantry (1934) Contest Music Diadem of Gold (a) 

Variations for Brass Band (1957) Dances and Arias Diversions on a Bass Theme 

Variations on the Shining River (1958) Fantasy for Brass Band Kenilworth 

Journey into Freedom (1967) Four Dances from Checkmate (a) Les Francs Juges (a) 

Spectrum (1969) Paganini Variations Prometheus Unbound 

Energy (1971) Resurgam The Belmont Variations 

Connotations (1977) Un Vie de Matelot The Force of Destiny (a) 

Cloudcatcher Fells (1985) Variations on a Ninth The New Jerusalem 
(a)rrangement of an orchestral work 

Without my commentary it tells a story. Whether you agree with my selected works, or not, the 

results tell a story. I placed the Gold category into chorological order because this, surely, tells its 

own story. 

The first thing these results tell me, and by a country-mile the most important, is that contesting 

provides great repertoire. No doubt about it. Well done to those organisations that have, over many 

decades, used the contest as a vehicle to fund the commissioning of new repertoire.  

The second thing these results tell me, well, in my opinion, is that it is really tough for any new work 

to break into Gold. It is not because I cannot hear greatness in works recently penned, rather to 

achieve greatness takes time. In fact, I believe it takes years and years before a work becomes great 

and challenges for Gold. 

The third thing these results tell me, for I am convinced of it, is that you do not need millions of 

notes and super-G’s to deliver a great work and test piece. The test must not simply test virtuosity 

but musicianship from player and conductor is, for certain, the greatest test in performance under 

the pressures of competition. 

And, finally, these results tells me, for its spinning around my head as I write, that I know every note, 

every nuance, every exploration of thematic development, and every beautiful melody of each 

Golden work. Not from performing these great works at contest, but from the many hours of 

listening pleasure that they have given me over many years. 

It is with a personal, heartfelt, thank you to contesting that banding has truly great repertoire. Let us 

proudly acknowledge that from great sport comes great music. So, the next time you are at a 

contest as a performer, or listener, then discuss in the bar whether the music of the day could be 

great and break into Gold. - Just for a minute or two, forget about competition, winning, split notes, 

and iffy tuning.                                                            ©2013 Geoff Colmer (geoff_colmer@hotmail.com) 


